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Universal Abundance was created by Noel Strane, an entrepreneur, 
businessman and visionary with a grand global vision.

Consciousness * Awareness * Unlimited Access * Abundance for all

He first presented the Universal Abundance opportunity in late 2018.

Noel’s vision is to uplift the Consciousness of humanity, raise the vibration of the 
planet through our platform, and manifest unlimited Abundance for all!
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Let’s look at what Universal Abundance is and what it has to offer.

Universal Abundance is a membership platform where our 
members have access to exclusive, powerful, uplifting online 
content, and all inclusive international retreats.

The exclusive online content includes subjects such as:

How can this be possible?

✔ Personal Growth

✔ Relationships

✔ Breath work

✔ Meditations

✔ Music - Sound Healing

✔ Health - Wellness

✔ Recreation

✔ Travel

✔ Poetry

✔ Parenting & Family

✔ Sustainability
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Our educational platform continues to grow and expand as members are encouraged to 
bring forth their own content, thereby, expanding our learning opportunities.  

Content creation is not required, but as a member, you have the opportunity to share 
knowledge and experiences to uplift other members.

Founder, Noel Strane, believes that if a member wants to share information that can 
empower one person,we desire for it to be available on our platform.

COLLABORATION
to work jointly in a creative endeavor with a common goal
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As you learn and grow in awareness via the 
educational content, you then naturally 
share this learning with others.

… in shifting the old paradigm!

As you plant seeds of awareness with friends 
and family, you now take an active role… 
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● Abundance in our relationships

● Abundance in our health and wellness

● Abundance in our joy

● Abundant time for play and recreation

● Abundant connection

● Abundant financial freedom!

Our purpose is to enhance awareness of ourselves, to serve others, 
and to create Abundance in all areas of our lives.

“Being rich is having money; 
being wealthy is having time.”

- MARGARET BONANNO
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Do you want to eradicate poverty by helping the less fortunate?

Building our dreams together for a world that works for everyone

If you could imagine that your life and the life of your loved ones was financially
taken care of, what would you choose to do that makes our world a better place?

Do you want to save animals from abuse?
Do you want to clean up our oceans?

What is your passion for the planet?
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YOU ARE HERE FOR A REASON

If this resonates with you,
let’s delve deeper into the flow of Abundance 

that makes it all possible.

Whatever your global purpose is…
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Let’s be clear right away what UA is…

★ A membership community that offers compensation via commissions and/or bonuses

★ Access to a portal that offers online personal growth and coaching with thousands of 
hours of content from individual creators and collaborators, presented in high frequency 
videos, to uplift the collective consciousness

★ An opportunity to add your own videos/content to uplift and educate others

★ Access to Global Mastermind Retreats
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Our compensation flow

MEMBERSHIP SCHOLARSHIP
(which is a way to earn your membership)

Members are paid a COMMISSION            
for people they introduce into the 

membership platform

When someone chooses to pay for
the membership through our 

scholarship program, they will also 
be able to receive

SCHOLARSHIP BONUSES

They both flow Abundance your way!
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When you become a member
with Universal Abundance, you will 

choose a membership level 
and/or enter that scholarship level.

There are currently four levels and we encourage members
to join as many levels as they can

as each level offers different benefits
and consciousness education.
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When you enroll other members into UA and help them create Abundance for themselves,
you will earn COMMISSIONS

Enrolling other members earns you a commission

Anyone you personally enroll will give you a 50% commission
EACH time their membership renews.
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The second distinct way to receive
Abundance is through the BONUSES,
earned from the scholarship list(s)

that you are enrolled on.

Scholarship bonuses

Bonuses earned on a scholarship list are designed 
to help you pay for your membership and

to remain an active participating member of UA.
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The cost to pay your membership 

The cost to join the scholarship list

Pay in full

Pay 50%

We recommend purchasing the highest level membership, 
and highest level scholarship that you are comfortable with.

Level 1    UA20

Level 2    UA100

Level 3    UA1000

Level 4    UA10K

$20

$100

$1000

$10,000

Level 1    UA20

Level 2    UA100

Level 3    UA1000

Level 4    UA10K

$10

$50

$500

$5000
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UA offers access to educational content, videos and coaching.

Let’s talk consciousness…

As you level-up, you will be amazed at the available content.

If you are new to consciousness and all of the possibilities,
we recommend that you start diving into the offerings

at the UA20 and UA100 levels.

You will gain access to more tools, taking you deeper in
your awareness in order to elevate you to higher levels

of consciousness and understanding.
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UA20 Content

UA100 Content

UA1000 Content

UA10K Content

An opportunity to study principles of consciousness that may 
be new to you

An opportunity to dive deeper to enhance your learning

Mastermind collaborations begin here by creating workshops or 
a series of work to offer to the community. Membership at this 
level allows participation in the Global Retreats at your cost

Mastermind groups and Global Retreats whereby all expenses 
are paid (except travel)
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UA 20
partial sample 
list of content

UA 100
partial sample 
list of content
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How does the company make money?

Each time a new member enrolls or re-enrolls 100% flows 

50% commission to your sponsor
50% to Universal Abundance

50% of membership payments goes to Universal Abundance
50% is monetized to its members!

This is unheard of!
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● When you enroll in UA and enter one or more scholarship levels, you enter our 
perpetually moving lists that correlates with your membership levels.

● Every transaction that is added to a list, triggers a payout for the individual at the 
bottom of that list. As more names are added, you will move closer to this payout spot.

● These transactions do not have to be from members that you’ve personally enrolled.

● The UA platform works as a collaboration that benefits everyone, as individuals from 
around the world continue to enroll and/or re-enroll.

How does my name move to the “payout spot”?
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Every name
that cycles

within one month
will give you a 
100% BONUS

Once your name arrives at 
the payout spot:

The scholarship flow: When is my membership paid? When do I receive a bonus?

Your second name
that cycles gives you

your initial payment back, 
aka a BONUS

Every name 
drops off after 

completing 
one cycle

Your membership is paid in 
full and you will be able to 
enjoy the content on the 
UA portal on that level 

Your sponsor gets
a commission and

Universal Abundance
gets paid

second namefirst name third name
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What happens when my name cycled

After passing through the payout spot,
your name drops off the list.

It is encouraged to take at least 50% of the money you received from the bonuses 
and enroll new names on the list to remain an active UA member.

This ensures you will continue to receive bonuses,
and your sponsor will keep on receiving their commissions.
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How can I help to move the list and arrive at the payout spot?

1. The list continuously moves as new members subscribe to UA, or existing 
members re-enroll. Every transaction added by anyone triggers the 
payout spot.

2. Another way to help move the list would be for you to water
(More on that in a minute)

3. When you enroll 4 new members onto any list you have your name on, 
you create a Golden 4 for yourself.

(More on that in just a minute as well)
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● We recommend you to come up with the best strategy for yourself, on when to 
water… Monthly, weekly or even more often?

● In order to stay active on the lists, you will need to water. All of your names will 
drop off of the list after cycling twice.

● Watering refers to purchasing additional 
names on the scholarship lists, adding 
more of your own personal names to that 
list. These ARE NOT additional member- 
ships, but are called scholarship slots.

● You will be required to be responsible 
and use a portion of your bonus earnings 
to keep yourself on this perpetually 
moving list.
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When you have more than 2 names on a scholarship list (3 or more names)

You can water as many times as you want as it keeps 
the lists flowing, which benefits the whole community and yourself!

and drops off of the list… let’s keep watering!

UA20 $10

100% bonus

$20

Every name that cycles within the month after your membership is paid gives you a 100% BONUS

UA100 $50

100% bonus

$100

UA1000 $500

100% bonus

$1000

UA10K $5000

100% bonus

$10000
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If you personally enroll and add four new members to a list, 
then there is a program called

Golden 4
When you earn a Golden 4, you will be fast tracked to the payout spot.

These are your Golden 4: which are four people you brought into UA as new members on 
the same level of a scholarship list (or multiple lists if they join at more than one level)

This could happen in a day, a week, a month or longer.
Each time you bring four new members to a list, you will earn another Golden 4.

You can earn Golden 4 multiple times and on multiple levels.
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So, the question becomes,

with how many people would you like to share this with,                                      
to start earning commissions while helping others?
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1. Contact the person who invited you to the UA opportunity, and ask for clarity. Keep 
asking until all of your questions are answered.

2. Are you ready to enroll? Again, connect with the person who invited you and ask them 
for their affiliate link so you can sign up for the level(s) which you’re interested in. We 
encourage you to join the highest membership level and scholarship list that you can.

3. Not quite ready to enroll and need a strategy on how best to enroll as a member?  
Again, contact the person who invited you and start a discussion on what would work 
well for you.

4. Hop on another opportunity presentation as several are offered each week, and watch 
them again and again. This will likely bring a great deal of clarity.

What to do next?
Ask questions, gain clarity
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“Ultimately, faith, belief, patience, and unwavering 
persistence by those working for positive change are 
what it takes to move any new idea along the path 
to becoming an accepted, new reality for all.”

Time in a Bottle - Howard Falco

Noel’s vision.. to uplift the 
Consciousness of humanity, and 
manifest unlimited abundance 
for all!
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Consciousness is growing!
Abundance is flowing!

Please contact the person who invited you

We host Q&A Zoom calls every week for members and                                                  
for those who have seen this presentation at least once.

We also host watering strategy Zoom calls for all UA 
members.


